TO: The Academic Senate

FROM: Dr. Joshua Kerr, ITAC Chair

SUBJECT: 15-16 ITAC 1: Request to turn on additional Google Apps

ACTION REQUESTED: That the Academic Senate approve the campus-wide use of additional Google Apps

ITAC recommends that Google Apps be available to CSUEB faculty and their students for educational purposes. This means that faculty will be able to use YouTube Google Classroom, Google Hangouts, and other Apps in their classes and have access to them from their email accounts. Use of these Apps means that faculty and students will be subject to additional Google's term of use.

Consequently, ITAC recommends that a privacy pop-up statement, or other format highly visible statement, alert or inform faculty and students to this fact when they use them.

Possible language for the notification:

When you use Google Hangouts, Classroom, or Youtube, you are using different terms and condition set by Google. More information about Google’s data collection and privacy policy are available at the following link: http://www.google.com/policies/privacy/partners/

CSUEB privacy policies remain in place for Google email, drive, docs, sites, calendar, slides and sheets.